# Milestones in 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAN.</th>
<th>FEB.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Image: Award Icon]</td>
<td>[Image: New Circle Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>We were awarded the Community Service Award in the Next Challenge, hosted by the Glen Nelson Center at American Public Media.</strong></td>
<td><strong>We partnered with LFUCG and the Architecture firm Gresham Smith to lead the public input process for re-imagining North New Circle Road.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAY</th>
<th>JUN.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Image: LexVote Icon]</td>
<td>[Image: Council-at-Large Forum Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>We hosted LexVote 2022 for the Primary Elections, with workshops, game nights, and over 20,000 visitors to the Lex.Vote website!</strong></td>
<td><strong>We co-hosted a series of Housing Simulation Workshops with Dunbar High School student Erin Aycock.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEP.</th>
<th>OCT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Image: It's Your America Icon]</td>
<td>[Image: Ice Cream Social Icon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>We co-hosted the It’s Your America event with Civic Genius, a national democracy building nonprofit.</strong></td>
<td><strong>We hosted a Council At-Large Candidate forum and Ice Cream Social, giving residents a chance to speak directly with candidates.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CivicLex and the Lexington Herald-Leader were featured by The Lenfest Institute in an exploration of elevating community voices in local journalism and news.**

**APR.**

We hosted On the Table, our biggest ever program, engaging thousands of Lexington residents in decisions on the future land use of our community.

**JUL.**

We were discussed by Danielle Allen in the House Select Modernization of Congress Committee as an example of rebuilding civic infrastructure.

**AUG.**

We launched the Lexington Park Equity Accelerator in partnership with Seedleaf and the City of Lexington, aimed at increasing equity in greenspace access in Lexington.

**NOV.**

We brought on our fourth and fifth full time employees! Stephanie Mobley, Director of Civic Education, and Noel Osborn, Director of Development.

**DEC.**

Lexington was announced as the United States’ first Our Common Purpose Champion city, an effort spearheaded by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
The core of CivicLex’s work.

In 2023, we hosted a wide variety of Civic Education events to get people involved and informed on issues in City Hall! We hosted or co-hosted 66 workshops and 122 events throughout Lexington for over 7,900 residents ranging from students, neighborhood associations, LFUCG employees, and the general public! We brought in Councilmembers, Administration officials, and LFUCG staffers as well as non-profit and community partners to inform our presentations and meet residents in intimate groups to help build relationships across the city.

In 2022, our workshops covered:

- Coffee and Campaign Finance
- Candidate Guess Who
- Budget Workshop
- Affordable Housing Simulation
- City Committee Watch Party
- On the Table Data Council Workshop
- County Office Open House
- ParkTime!
- The Living City Board Game Playthrough
- Primary Voting 101
- Racial Equity Data Walk
- On the Table Data Neighborhood Workshop
- Weekly CivicLex Chat Segment on WUKY

7,900
In person participants in Civic Education workshops and events in 2022

300%
Increase in web traffic on our Civic Education content from 2021

41,000
Online participants in our Civic Education content

Images left to right: Executive Director Richard Young presenting to a class at the University of Kentucky about how to advocate for issues in local government; Civic Journalism VISTA Adrian Paul Bryant leading a workshop about the basics of LFUCG and how policy is made; Paul Lawrence Dunbar student Erin Aycock leading a housing simulation workshop in partnership with CivicLex.
The CivicLex Weekly

Keeping Lexington informed & engaged.

The CivicLex Weekly is our signature newsletter that keeps thousands of residents up to date on the latest news in City Hall and around town. We have five sections: The Big Topic of the week, one or two important meetings to watch in City Hall, how to get involved in civic life in Lexington, a follow-up on the previous week’s news, and a brand new section called “From the CivicLex Desk” that shows a behind-the-scenes peak of what we as an organization are working on.

In 2022, we covered:
The American Rescue Plan Act • 2022 Lexington Fayette-County Elections • Vacuum Leaf Collection • Code Enforcement Changes • The Goal 4 Workgroup • LFUCG’s Compensation Study • Short Term Rental Regulations • LFUCG’s Annual Budget • North Limestone’s Road Diet • Rural Broadband Access • LFUCG’s Composting Pilot Program • Public Arts Master Plan • Lexington Infrastructure Investment Fund • LFUCG’s Consolidated Plan • LPD’s Flock Cameras • Auxiliary Dwelling Units • Lexington’s Comprehensive Plan • Parking Meter Rate Changes • Percent for Art Fund • Lextran’s Operating Budget • KU’s Tree Cutting • Neighborhood Action Match Grants • LFUCG’s Racial Justice and Equality Commission • And much more!

I continue to be amazed at the set of information CivicLex publishes for free for citizens of Lexington. Most recently, I was curious about the LFUCG budget process and after doing a web search, there was an entire presentation published by CivicLex on this topic.

– Martin Rivers, Lexington Resident

44
Issues of the CivicLex Weekly published in 2021

46%
Increase in CivicLex Weekly subscribers in 2021.

80,310
Number of times the CivicLex Weekly was read in 2022.

32,687
Civic actions taken as a result of the CivicLex Weekly newsletter
Helping all Lexington residents shape the future of our city.

Originally brought to Lexington by the Blue Grass Community Foundation, On the Table is an opportunity for residents to gather and learn from each other across the city. In 2022, On the Table had an additional purpose: to serve as the primary public input for Lexington’s updated Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive Plan, also called Imagine Lexington, is a 5-year land use document that guides housing, development, transportation, and environmental policy in Lexington/Fayette County.

With a 36-person advisory group, including partnerships with Lexington’s Division of Planning, The University of Kentucky, and a variety of local nonprofits, businesses, and community organizations, we created a week of community conversations that brought thousands of Lexington residents into the development of our updated Comprehensive Plan. We hosted tables at libraries, restaurants, community centers, parks, coffee shops, in homes, and virtually. Participants took a survey about and discussed the five core topics of the Comprehensive Plan. CivicLex and Division of Planning staff coded these findings to build a database of over 14,000 comments about the present and future of our city.

2022 On the Table Advisory Group
We have already seen some of the impacts of On the Table – the 2023 Comprehensive Plan has draft goals and objectives directly informed by On the Table input, including a bigger emphasis on environmentalism and racial equity in city planning. CivicLex has been able to use our database of participants to perform targeted outreach to Lexington residents on specific topics or geographies, including notifying residents about zone change hearings in their neighborhoods and inviting them to weigh in on a new plan for North New Circle Road.

We are still discovering new opportunities for applying and exploring the On the Table dataset for research, businesses, and policymaking. Through this project, we have brought thousands of residents into local government and decision-making processes.

14,000 Visitors to the On the Table Website
14,473 Comments on Lexington’s land use and future
20,000 Codes applied to the open response data

5 Languages available
509 Tables hosted
173 Neighborhoods represented

_Having the opportunity to speak with neighbors and other community-minded leaders was a powerful experience ... I soon realized that every problem or issue discussed was really an opportunity to invite others to the table!_

- Paige Halpin Smith, Lexington Public Library
Increasing access to decision-making for parks & greenspace.

The Park Equity Accelerator (PEA) Program has its foundations in both the survey responses we received from On the Table – which put the topic of parks and green space access in the top 5 of all responses – and the knowledge that access to green spaces are now and will become ever more critical to Lexingtonians’ health and wellbeing as we face the escalating realities of climate change in our communities.

Ideally, everyone in Lexington would live no more than a 10-minute walk from a thriving park or green space. Together, our team is working to understand how specific policies have led to the different experiences we may have in park and green spaces across the city, to build better relationships between LFUCG staff and residents, and, with the help of residents themselves, to recommend more inclusive and representative decision-making processes going forward.

This program is divided into three phases that will take place over the course of 15 months:

- **Phase 1: Research**: researching past and present parks planning. Hosting facilitated focus groups and informal listening sessions.

- **Phase 2: Education and Assessment**: analyzing green space access, facilitating community workshops with research from Phase 1, and guiding residents to imagine a better process.

- **Phase 3: Transformation**: developing a park representative program, leading convenings for residents and city staff, and developing a set of recommendations for funding, ordinances, and codes related to greenspaces.
Building a better way to engage.

In 2021, we conducted a city wide public input survey about residents’ experiences with engaging in local government. In early 2022, we surveyed 78 LFUCG staff members who work directly with the public. Armed with these two datasets, we drafted our Public Input Report and a series of recommendations for our Urban County Council to Consider.

We learned from residents that:
- 73% of the Lexightonians surveyed would like to be more involved in local government
- The top two reasons that people don’t participate in local government more are that they are confused about how to do is and don’t know what is open for engagement

From LFUCG staff, we discovered that:
- The earlier in the legislative process public input can be received, the better
- 73% of LFUCG staff think that public engagement is very important
- Staff who have had a bad experience with public engagement are more likely to want to expand it.

These findings (and others) went into 12 recommendations that we made to improve LFUCG’s public input process. The recommendations include moving Council Work Sessions to weekday evenings, providing options for virtual public input, implementing a new legislation tracking software, and creating educational resources to help residents understand the public input process. These changes will make public engagement with LFUCG easier, more accessible, and more rewarding for Lexington’s residents, elected officials, and city staff.

The Urban County Council has formed a subcommittee to implement our recommendations – we are serving in an advisory role for the subcommittee.

1,302
Residents engaged in the public input research process

12
Recommendations made to LFUCG to strengthen public input

73%
Of residents would like to be more engaged in local government
Using art to help residents understand government

2022 brought an end to our inaugural Civic Artist in Residence program. All three of our artists spent the first half of 2022 implementing exciting project ideas to help deal with internal and external communication issues with local government.

Anthony Gilmore, placed in Environmental Quality and Public Works (EQPW), released his *The Living City* board game, which puts players in the shoes of EQPW workers trying to solve complex municipal challenges while maintaining residents’ faith in government. The game has been released to the public, is available in libraries and schools across the county, and is being regularly used by EQPW in public events.

Debra Faulk, placed in Social Services, hosted almost a dozen Comedy Connections Workshops with LFUCG staff, Social Service clients, and more. In these workshops, participants expressed feelings, connected with coworkers and managers, and brought a new energy to their work. Since the residency ended, Departments and Divisions are bringing Debra in to run these workshops with their staff to build morale and help with communication.

Hannah Allen, placed in Finance, installed her exhibit Piecing A City at the Pam Miller Downtown Arts Center. The exhibit used over a dozen quilts to interpret city finances and how the city gets revenue and makes appropriations. Hannah used innovative methods in her installation, including a participatory quilt, a quilt focusing on stormwater and waste management made from actual plastic waste, and a streetlight quilt mapping patterns of nighttime lighting equity that used materials dyed using flowers from the communities mapped in the quilt.

Moving forward, we’re looking for more ways to engage artists in our work – and may even launch another round of the residency in the next couple of years!
Hannah Allen, Debra Faulk, & Tony Gilmore (left to right)

Tony Gilmore photography of Recycling Center workers

Tony Gilmore at The Licing City Launch

Debra Faulk leading a workshop for LFUCG staff

Debra Faulk leading a workshop for Family Care Center clients

Hannah Allen’s quilt depicting the Urban Service Boundary

Attendees at Hannah Allen’s Piecing a City exhibit with quilts explaining the city budget.
Helping residents understand what’s on the ballot

Building on the success of our 2020 work, LexVote 2022 created a series of accessible, accurate, and informative resources about the 2022 election cycle. Starting with the primaries in May, we updated the LexVote website to include basic information about where and how to vote, registering, and a detailed exploration of every candidate for city and county offices.

During the general election, we expanded this coverage to include information about campaign financing, judicial races, and constitutional amendments. We pulled together each candidate's website, social media, contact information, and campaign finances from the Kentucky Registration of Election Finance. We centralized candidates' responses to interviews and questionnaires from other community partners in one easy-to-access platform. Finally, we conducted our own questionnaire of candidates, focused on the candidate's priorities for increasing participation in local government.

This platform was used by 26,000 residents to plan their ballot – a 600% increase over our 2020 users. We distributed 4,300 pieces of printed materials, including door hangers, posters, and rack cards with information about where and how to vote and access the LexVote website. We distributed these materials in low-turnout precincts to maximize their impact.

26,000 Residents used LexVote to plan their ballot.

4,300 Pieces of voter education materials distributed to low turnout precincts

400 In person participants at LexVote events
In addition to the LexVote website, we hosted a series of events and community workshops to get people more engaged and informed on local elections. For both the primary and general elections, we hosted "Candidate Guess Who" game nights, giving voters a fun opportunity to learn a little more about the people running for a county-wide office. We also hosted other one-off events, including a County Office open house that brought candidates for more obscure offices in Lexington, like County Judge Executive, Constable, and Coroner to meet residents and answer questions.

We also focused on Council races this cycle. We partnered with the University of Kentucky's Center for Community Outreach to host a "cookies with your council member" event. The summit of the election season was our Council At-Large Candidate Ice Cream Social, which brought all 6 Council At-Large candidates to discuss topics like public health, transportation, and general government with over 150 Lexington residents in small, intimate conversations.

3,462
Voters planned their ballot using LexVote on Election eve

600%
Increase in LexVote web traffic between 2020 and 2022

28
Issues of the CivicLex Weekly that covered election information

“I’ve been deeply appreciative of CivicLex’s steadfast commitment to thoughtful and authentic community engagement in Lexington .... CivicLex gets local education and learning done like none other.”

– Sam Savin, Pilot Programs Manager, Trust for Public Land
Financial Overview

$328,470
Total revenue raised in 2022 for CivicLex projects

$310,087
Total 2022 operating expenses

$272,039
Personnel & Programming cost in 2022

$38,048
Operational costs in 2022

$18,383
Net 2022 Revenue (Unencumbered)

$238,250.16
Total assets as of 12/31/2022

"Commerce Lexington recognizes the importance of providing timely, accurate, and valuable information to our members and the regional business community at-large about policy issues. CivicLex has become a key connection between Fayette County residents and what's going on at City Hall. Engagement is critical on issues that are important to our future, and we appreciate the work CivicLex does to keep us informed, get people involved, and ultimately build a better community."

– Bob Quick, CEO of Commerce Lexington
Expenses

80% of CivicLex’s budget is spent on Program costs. Detail right.

20% of CivicLex’s budget is spent on Administrative costs. Detail right.

"CivicLex engages people who ordinarily are not involved in making decisions in Lexington, Kentucky, and it provides information that under normal circumstances is not readily available to the public."

- Walt Gaffield, President, Fayette County Neighborhood Council
Revenue & Donors

506
Unique donations to our work in 2022

$25.00
Median donation in 2022

Grantors

Sponsors

Donors over $250
2022 Donors (under $250)


Thank you!
Our Team

Richard Young, Executive Director
Noel Osborn, Development Director
Megan Gulla, Director of Programs
Stephanie Mobley, Director of Civic Education
Kit Anderson, Director of Operations & Evaluation
Adrian Paul Bryant, Newsroom and Communications VISTA
Gillian Stawiszynski, Newsroom VISTA
Sarah Martin, UK MSW Practicum Student

Programmatic Board:
- Natalie Cunningham, President, Programmatic Board
- Alex Acquisto, Programmatic Board Member
- Alex Brooks, Programmatic Board Member
- Blake Hall, Programmatic Board Member
- Wendi Keene, Programmatic Board Member
- Carly Muetterties, Programmatic Board Member
- Sharon Murphy, Programmatic Board Member
- Christine Stanley, Programmatic Board Member
- Matthew Wilson, Programmatic Board Member

Governance Board:
- Melody Flowers, President, Governance Board
- Dan Rowland, President Emeritus
- Art Shechet, Vice President, Governance Board
- Jordan Parker, Treasurer, Governance Board
- Scott Shapiro, Secretary, Governance Board
- Casandra Hockenberry, Governance Board Member
- Jennifer Lai–Peterson, Governance Board Member
- Joshua Douglas, Governance Board Member
- Tresine Logsdon, Governance Board Member
Guess what?! 2023 will be our fifth full year of programming! So, we’ll be throwing parties and activities to celebrate our 5th Anniversary. Stay tuned to our website for details.

In 2022, Lexington was selected as the first Our Common Purpose community in the country. In 2023, we’ll begin implementing new ways to strengthen local democracy right here at home alongside local government and other partners.

2023 will be a big year for this. We’re planning a roll-out of our pilot K-12 program to over 4,000 Fayette County Public School students and are looking at several other big programs to bring youth voice into how we run our city.

Now that Council has created a subcommittee on our recommendations, we’ll be working with them to find the best ways to implement changes to how public input works.

In 2023, we’ll wrap up this program by hosting dozens of workshops, providing resources for residents from marginalized communities to get more involved in parks and public space decision making.

In 2023, we’re rethinking our workshop strategy. Instead of hosting dozens of them on our own, we’ve created a suite that we’ll take directly to any organization that wants to host us.

We’re taking 2023 to focus on our core operations and begin preparing for two big projects – building our newsroom capacity and launching a process to help communities build their own version of CivicLex. Stay tuned for updates!
“There’s something brilliant in what CivicLex is doing because they’re foregrounding the importance of relationships.

Imagine if we could make it a basic principle that as we rebuild local journalism and information resources, we connect that to a project of relationship building on that scale.”

Danielle Allen, Director of the Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics at Harvard University about CivicLex on WBUR’s “On Point”